Unveiling micro internal short circuit mechanism in a 60 Ah high-energy-density Li-ion pouch cell
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The identification, evaluation, and prevention of micro internal short circuits (ISCs) are crucial for the safety of large-capacity high-energy-density (HED) Li-ion cells. However, the evolution mechanism and the premonitory signals of the micro ISCs are not yet completely understood. Via a high-precision penetration test and accelerating rate calorimetry, we successfully trigger and investigate on-demand ISCs on a 60 Ah HED (≥ 290 Wh kg\(^{-1}\)) Li-ion pouch cell with Si-based anode/Ni-rich cathode couple. Detailed behaviors of the cell components during the thin separators and current collectors with inferior mechanical and thermal stabilities can also render the cells prone to internal short circuits (ISCs), which can be triggered in various cell electric, mechanical, and thermal abuse conditions that can cause the separator malfunction or electrode direct contact. Severe ISCs generally lead to intense cell energy release and can ignite a cell in seconds, making the effectiveness of external cooling or other protective designs very limited. By contrast, micro ISCs are thornier as they can occur unpredictably in many situations without obvious or detectable cell abuse. Micro ISCs can be induced by lithium microstructures, unintentionally incorporated particle impurities, electrode laminate burrs, and many other almost inevitable latent cell quality defects, and can evolve into severe ISCs without being prevented. Recently, many pieces of evidence indicate that micro ISCs may be the underlying cause for many unexpected cell TR events, like those increasingly occurring on parked EVs. Targeted internal prevention designs are preferred and should be based on a thorough understanding of the micro ISC evolution.

1. Introduction

Vehicle electrification is sweeping the world. The pursuit of high-energy-density (HED) energy storage devices has significantly accelerated the innovation of Li-ion batteries (LIBs), but may also have contributed to the increasing electrical vehicle (EV) accidents associated with battery thermal runaway (TR) events. Nickel-rich Li\(_{1-x}\)Ni\(_x\)Co\(_{0.5}\)Mn\(_{0.5}\)O\(_2\) (NMC) cathodes preferred in HED cells generally react aggressively with the electrolytes, which usually decompose exothermically at low temperatures. Thin separators and current collectors with inferior mechanical and thermal stabilities can also render the cells prone to internal short circuits (ISCs). Catastrophic fire and explosion can occur due to the combustion of the carbonate electrolytes and the hydrocarbon side products.

During many Li-ion cell TR events, one process playing crucial roles is the ISCs, which can be triggered in various cell electric, mechanical, and thermal abuse conditions that can cause the separator malfunction or electrode direct contact. Severe ISCs generally lead to intense cell energy release and can ignite a cell in seconds, making the effectiveness of external cooling or other protective designs very limited. By contrast, micro ISCs are thornier as they can occur unpredictably in many situations without obvious or detectable cell abuse. Micro ISCs can be induced by lithium microstructures, unintentionally incorporated particle impurities, electrode laminate burrs, and many other almost inevitable latent cell quality defects, and can evolve into severe ISCs without being prevented. Recently, many pieces of evidence indicate that micro ISCs may be the underlying cause for many unexpected cell TR events, like those increasingly occurring on parked EVs. Targeted internal prevention designs are preferred and should be based on a thorough understanding of the micro ISC evolution.
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mechanism. Advanced separators [28,29], thermally responsive materials [30], or other novel energy storage devices such as solid-state batteries [31–33] hold great promise. However, the wide application of these strategies is currently compromised by either the cost or inconvenience in manufacturing. Therefore, many automakers are having to devote intensive effort to designing and incorporating effective micro ISC early warning systems into their battery management system (BMS). To this end, a prerequisite is to correlate the external available signals to the internal ISC states and risks. Among the most available signals for the BMS, changes in current and temperature are often undetectable or delayed in micro ISCs, whereas the voltage signal theoretically responds promptly to ISC discharging, thus being a promising sensitive probe to track micro ISC events.

Nevertheless, the micro ISC evolution mechanisms are still uncovered, and the implications of the premonitory signals are also not well understood. The challenge may mainly originate from the lack of controlled ISC triggering techniques and insufficient direct experimental knowledge about micro ISCs. Severe ISCs generally leave a mess of burnt cell components only for post-mortem analysis. Several embedded-in devices such as low melting point metal [34], shape memory alloys [35], and wax-coated devices [36] have been developed to trigger ISCs. These methods, however, usually render substantial modifications and affect the true performances of the cells. In comparison, penetration tests with small nails and slow speeds are promising to minimize the mechanical effects and enhance the controllability of the ISC triggering [21,37,38]. Herein we investigate the micro ISCs in a 60 Ah Li-ion pouch cell with an extremely high energy density (≥ 290 Wh kg⁻¹). Benefiting from a high-precision voltage-controlled penetration test with small (diameters of 1 mm) and slow (0.1 mm s⁻¹) nails, we managed to stimulate on-demand micro ISCs confined within 2–5 electrode pairs. Voltage drops, as important signals for the BMS, were used to control the nails and the severities of the ISCs. This method ensured the examination of the variation of the cell component morphologies, voltages, and temperatures during early-stage micro ISCs. With the accelerating rate calorimetry (ARC) test and equivalent circuit analysis, the micro ISC propagation, alleviation, and acceleration mechanisms, and the implications of external voltage and temperature signals were revealed.

2. Experimental section

2.1. The Li-ion cells

The Li-ion cells used a Li[Ni₀.₃₃Co₀.₃₃Mn₀.₃₃]O₂ NCM cathode and a SiOₓ/graphite blended anode with a capacity of ca. 500 mAh g⁻¹. A polyethylene (PE) membrane (12 μm thick) with single-side ceramic coating (3.32 μm thick) was used as the separator with the ceramic coating toward the positive electrodes in the cell. The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF₆ in EC/DEC/EMC (25:50:25 by weight) with FEC (7 wt%) and VC (0.5 wt%) additives. The 60 Ah cell delivered a 1/3 C rate capacity of 61.9 Ah and a high energy density of 292 Wh kg⁻¹. The voltage curves, an image, and the dimensions of the 60 Ah cell are shown in Fig. S1. A 26 Ah cell was prepared with fewer electrode laminates. The cells used in the ARC and penetration tests were all fully charged by the standardized CC-CV method (1 C rate charging to a 4.2 V cut-off voltage followed by constant-voltage charging to a 0.05 C cut-off current).

2.2. Accelerating rate calorimetry (ARC) test

An EV- accelerating rate calorimeter (THT) and the classic heat-wait-seek mode were used in the ARC test. The cell voltage and the temperature signals were monitored by a data logger (HIOKI LR8431-30) coupled with K-type thermal couplels. The start temperature was set to 50 °C; the heating step was 5 °C; the temperature rate sensitivity was 0.02 °C min⁻¹; the wait time after each heating step was 50 mins.

2.3. Nail penetration tests

An ESPEC ADST-N20 machine was used for the nail penetration tests. The cell voltage was monitored by a HIOKI 3237 Digital Hitester connected to the testing machine. And 5 mV and 10 mV voltage drops were set as cut-off signals to automatically stop the nail penetration. Three K-type thermal couples were mounted at the nail (3 mm from the nail tip), the front surface of the cell (8 mm from the penetration spot), and the back surface of the cell (right against the penetration spot), respectively. A steel nail with a diameter of 1 mm and a tip cone angle of 30° was used. The testing temperatures were 25 ± 2 °C. The speeds of the penetration were all 0.1 mm s⁻¹.

Additional experimental details, including the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) test, characterization of the cell component morphologies, and the electrode coating layer resistances, were provided in the Supplementary Material.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Premonitory micro ISCs in heat-induced cell thermal runaway

By creating an adiabatic condition, ARC tests are versatile in investigating the exothermic effects and are capable of triggering uniformly distributed ISCs. We herein report the first ARC investigation on a Li-ion cell with such a high capacity (≥ 60 Ah) and energy density (≥290 Wh kg⁻¹). As can be seen in Fig. 1a, detectable self-heating (defined as a minimum temperature rising rate of 0.02 °C min⁻¹) starts at 72.03 °C (T_self), which is slightly lower than those of the other cells in the literature (~85 °C) [39]. The lower T_self implies a higher self-heating risk of the cell, which is likely associated with the decomposition of the metastable phase in the SEI of the Si-based anode [40]. The onset is also consistent with the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis of the anode sample (Fig. S2). As the temperature rises to T_self (164.8 °C in Fig. 1a and b), the voltage drops abruptly from 3.972 V to 0.242 V during a short period of 0.2 s. T_self (164.8 °C) is lower than the temperatures of the exothermic peaks of the anode and cathode while higher than the melting temperature of the separator (Fig. 1d), indicating that the abrupt voltage drop is probably due to the severe large-area ISCs from the separator breakdown. The exothermic peaks of the anode sample are consistent with the literature results [41,42]. T_self (164.8 °C) is also much higher than the melting peak of the separator (140.5 °C in Fig. 1d). The reason could arise from the ceramic coating layer, which can serve as temporary self-supports and enhance the melt integrity of the separator [43].

Further examination of curves in Fig. 1a revealed the temporary voltage fluctuation that starts at T_MISC (142 °C in Fig. 1e), about 13.2 mins before the large voltage drop at T_SISC (164.8 °C). Similar observations were rarely reported. However, the significant voltage variation and the relatively long time interval from T_MISC to T_SISC may be valuable for the BMS to predict and warn of subsequent cell TR. The voltage did not reach zero, suggesting that the voltage decline is not due to the shutdown of the separator, which has been suggested by Mohamedi et al. [44], to be capable of preventing the electrochemical activity of the cell. We speculate that the voltage fluctuation is indicative of the occurrence of micro ISCs. Recent research also predicts possible gentle or soft ISCs before the breakdown of the separators [45,46]. As temperature rises, polyolefin separators can experience behaviors such as soften, deformation, shrinkage, melting, rupture, and breakdown [11, 12]. The micro ISCs in the ARC test may occur due to the mild melting of the separator and the uneven surfaces of and pressure between the electrode laminates. Micro pinholes and cracks thus formed in the separators can cause numerous tiny direct electrode contacting spots. The relatively long time interval of this stage may also be associated with the ceramic coating layer [43]. To fully explain the voltage variation, especially the voltage recoveries, however, we need additional investigation on the micro ISCs, which is provided by the nail tests.
Fig. 1. (a) Voltage and temperature curves of the 60 Ah cell during the ARC test; (b), (c) enlarged sections of (a). (d) Heat flows in the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) tests of the pristine separator, and the anode and cathode samples scratched from the laminates of fully charged cells (positive heat flows suggest exothermic effects).

Fig. 2. Illustration of possible current paths and related resistances in (a) a shorted cell and (b) half of a shorted electrode pair. (c) The equivalent circuit diagrams. (d) and (e) The penetration depth, voltage, and temperature curves of the 60 Ah cell in the penetration test with a 5 mV cut-off voltage drop; (e) is an enlarged section of (d); T-nail, T-front, and T-back denote the temperatures at the nail, the front surface, and the back surface of the cell. (f) The voltage curves of the 60 Ah cell during the penetration test and under normal external discharging with different currents.
3.2. Micro ISC evolution to a stabilized state

3.2.1. Voltage and temperature signals

To better interpret the voltage signals and the heat generation, herein we introduce the equivalent circuit analysis. Fig. 2a–c illustrate the possible current paths, resistances, and the equivalent circuit diagram of micro ISCs triggered by nail penetration. We adopt the concept of subcell by Yokoshima et al. [21] and propose the concept of the sub-sub cell. Each subcell can be thought of as being composed of discrete sub-electrode pairs, or sub-sub cells, connected in parallel by the metal current collectors. $R_{PN}$ reflects the ISCs from direct contact of the positive and negative electrodes, which is associated with the impairment of the separators. $R_{Nail}$ and $R_{PNail}$ represent the contact resistances at the electrode/nail interfaces, which generally contribute significantly to the total ISC resistance ($R_{ISC}$) [47]. $R_{Al}$, $R_{Cu}$, and $R_{Nail}$ represent the resistances of the Al collector, Cu collector, and the steel nail, respectively. For the present testing cell with two pairs of electrodes shorted, they are estimated to be in the magnitude of $10^{-2}$–$10^{-3}$ Ω from the dimensions and the resistivities of $1.75 \times 10^8$, $2.83 \times 10^8$, and $7.3 \times 10^7$ Ω m for Cu, Al, and Fe, respectively, and should be negligible to the total ISC resistance. Accordingly, the voltage drops in the metal collectors are negligible compared to that falling upon the ISC spot, and would have a negligible influence on the cell voltage measured between the current collecting tabs. Therefore, to estimate the ISC current and resistance, we can perform external discharge on an intact cell with different currents and compare the voltage curves with that under micro ISCs.

As the cell discharges due to ISCs, the measured cell voltage ($U$) is actually the working voltage, equaling the true open-circuit voltage (OCV, or $U$) less the polarization voltage drop ($\Delta V = U - V$), which is reflected by the equivalent polarization resistance, $R_{Cal}$. A smaller $R_{ISC}$ allows a larger ISC current, which would thus cause higher polarization ($\Delta V$), a higher voltage decrease rate, and a higher heat generation rate. The mathematical relations between the voltages, currents, resistances, and heat generation rates are provided in the Supplementary Material.

Fig. 2d and e show the cell voltage and temperature signals during the penetration test with a 5 mV cut-off voltage drop controlling the stop of the nail. As can be seen in Fig. 2d, the nail stopped at 4.166 V, corresponding to a voltage drop of 7 mV from 4.173 V. The recorded penetration depth was 0.58 mm, indicating that the maximum diameter of the penetrated nail tip was only about 0.31 mm. The cell passed the test without fire or explosion. Two electrode pairs were penetrated, as was confirmed by examining the disassembled cell after the test. The xth layer of the separator, negative laminate, and positive laminate along the penetration direction is denoted as Sx, Nx, and Px, respectively. We define the period before the stop of the nail (at t0) as the ISC triggering stage (Fig. 2d), during which the three obvious couples of voltage drops and recoveries reflect the successive short circuits from the three electrode laminates (P1, N2, and P2). The voltage drops and recoveries may be due to the variation of the heterogeneous contact resistances. The nail movement can compress the cell components and enable compact heterogeneous contacts, leading to smaller contact resistances. Once the laminates are punctured, the release of the compression may give rise to heterogeneous contacts, leading to smaller contact resistances. For the present testing cell with two pairs of electrode laminates (P1, N2, and P2). The voltage drops and recoveries may respond to a voltage drop of 7 mV from 4.173 V. The recorded voltage drops in the metal collectors are negligible compared to that falling upon the ISC spot, and would have a negligible influence on the cell voltage measured between the current collecting tabs. Therefore, to estimate the ISC current and resistance, we can perform external discharge on an intact cell with different currents and compare the voltage curves with that under micro ISCs.

Moreover, as can be seen from Fig. 3c, large bowl-like pits are
obvious in P1 and P2 laminates, whereas N1 and N2 were almost intact except for regular nail holes. The more severe damage of the positive laminates may result from the higher joule heating caused by the much larger resistivity of the cathode coating layers (0.372 $\Omega \text{m}$) than that of the anode coating layers (0.0645 $\Omega \text{m}$). The destruction of the positive laminates may be caused by the heat-triggered gas-generating side reactions between the cathode and the electrolyte. And the wide destruction probably occurs around $t_2$ in Fig. 2e, when the T-front reaches its maximum. The destruction of the positive laminates would increase the $R_{PN}$ and impede the ISC current, which may contribute to the ISC alleviation and the voltage recovery from $t_2$ to $t_3$ in Fig. 2e.

### 3.2.3. Micro ISC evolution mechanism

The possible effects of the observed cell component behaviors on the ISC evolution are schematized in Fig. 4. Pinholes, cracks, rupture, and torn-off of the separators can enable direct local contacts of the electrodes and generate new ISC spots, which can play two roles. First, the directly shorted sub-sub cells precisely at the newly generated ISC spots can release their stored energy in short periods, as was evidenced by the abrupt voltage drop in the ARC test. This effect can cause instant but limited heat generation. Second, they can severe as current paths (like resistors) for other subcells and sub-sub cells to discharge and provide persistent joule heat until the whole cell depletes its energy. The pinhole and crack formation and enlargement may be responsible for the ISC
propagation and the increasing ISC discharging current from t0 to t1 (Fig. 2e and f). The rupture and tearing of the melted center region may be the cause of the abrupt voltage drop and the ISC aggravation at t2 in the nail test (Fig. 2e). The voltage recovery from t2 to t3 may also have an association with the gradual shrinkage of the disconnected torn piece of the separators (S4 in Fig. 3a and N3 in Fig. 3c), which can partially close previously formed ISC spots. Combined with the alleviation role of the Al fusion and positive electrode destruction, as well as the decreased cell voltage, the heat generation might be not sufficient to support wider separator impairment spreading, which may lead to a stabilized micro ISC state.

In the ARC test, micro ISCs by the pinhole and crack formation in the separators are also likely to occur due to the high temperatures and the rough electrode laminate surfaces. However, the micro ISCs should occur numerously and distribute widely because of the uniform temperature environment, which may be accountable for the notable

Fig. 4. Illustration of the mechanisms and crucial processes during the micro ISC triggering, propagation, alleviation, acceleration, and the cell thermal runaway.

Fig. 5. Penetration depth, voltage, and temperature curves of the 60 Ah cell ((a) and (b)), and the 26 Ah cell ((c) and (d)) in the penetration tests with a 10 mV cut-off voltage drop. (b) is an enlarged section of (a); (d) is an enlarged section of (c).
4.154 V, corresponding to an actual voltage drop of 12 mV and a penetration depth of 1.49 mm, much larger than that in the 5 mV cut-off test. From 10 to 14 (a period of 50.6 s), the voltage declines consistently and with some small fluctuations to 4.143 V; at the same time, the T-nail rose gradually to 168.9 °C. Voltage and temperature peaks observed in the 5 mV test are not obvious in the 10 mV test. We attribute this difference to the much more penetrated laminates and separators in the 10 mV test, which may not behave synchronously and can therefore smooth the voltage and temperature signals. The larger penetration depth provides a smaller ISC resistance and higher heat generation, which may give rise to the persistent ISC propagation and the continuously rising temperatures, finally exceeding the safe limit at 14. The accelerated voltage decline after 14 can be ascribed to the continuous rupture and breakdown of the separators. Side reactions between the active materials and the electrolyte may also be triggered. The T-nail and the T-front rapidly responded to the voltage drop and soared to their peaks (> 1200 °C) in a very short time interval of about 1 s. Intense cell fire was observed. The small initial ISC voltage drop, short time interval, and extremely high temperature demonstrate the safety risk of the large-capacity HED cell in ISC events. SiO₃ has been found advantageous for alleviating the ISC issue due to the nanosized SiO₂ matrix preventing anode side reaction [52] and the low electrically conductive SiO and Si after delithiation that could suppress the extension of ISC discharging [53]. Liu and Sakai et al. reported that a 1.16 Ah LiFePO₄/SiO laminated cell can pass the nail penetration test with negligible voltage and temperature changes [52]. However, probably due to the limited amount (ca. 12.5 wt%) of SiO₂ in our anode material, the effect of SiO₂ seems not sufficient to prevent the severe ISC and the cell TR. In another test, we used a high-speed video camera to capture the TR scene of the 60 Ah cell during the nail test, which is provided in the Supplementary Material (Video S1 and Fig. S4). Cell swelling, smoke, sparks, fire, and ejection of white-hot substances were clearly observed. We also performed a penetration test with a larger nail with a diameter of 3 mm and a tip cone angle of 45°. Because of the blunter nail tip and the mechanical effect, the voltage change was very abrupt and the nail failed to stop around the pre-set 5 mV cut-off. The cell went TR in a short period of less than 2.2 s (Fig. S5).

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2021.105908.

3.3. Micro ISC evolution to cell thermal runaway and effect of cell capacity

3.3.1. Micro ISC evolution to cell thermal runaway

We further set the cut-off voltage drop at 10 mV to trigger more aggressive micro ISCs. As can be seen in Fig. 5a, the nail stopped at 4.154 V, corresponding to an actual voltage drop of 12 mV and a penetration depth of 1.49 mm, much larger than that in the 5 mV cut-off test. From 10 to 14 (a period of 50.6 s), the voltage declines consistently and with some small fluctuations to 4.143 V; at the same time, the T-nail rose gradually to 168.9 °C. Voltage and temperature peaks observed in the 5 mV test are not obvious in the 10 mV test. We attribute this difference to the much more penetrated laminates and separators in the 10 mV test, which may not behave synchronously and can therefore smooth the voltage and temperature signals. The larger penetration depth provides a smaller ISC resistance and higher heat generation, which may give rise to the persistent ISC propagation and the continuously rising temperatures, finally exceeding the safe limit at 14. The accelerated voltage decline after 14 can be ascribed to the continuous rupture and breakdown of the separators. Side reactions between the active materials and the electrolyte may also be triggered. The T-nail and the T-front rapidly responded to the voltage drop and soared to their peaks (> 1200 °C) in a very short time interval of about 1 s. Intense cell fire was observed. The small initial ISC voltage drop, short time interval, and extremely high temperature demonstrate the safety risk of the large-capacity HED cell in ISC events. SiO₃ has been found advantageous for alleviating the ISC issue due to the nanosized SiO₂ matrix preventing anode side reaction [52] and the low electrically conductive SiO and Si after delithiation that could suppress the extension of ISC discharging [53]. Liu and Sakai et al. reported that a 1.16 Ah LiFePO₄/SiO laminated cell can pass the nail penetration test with negligible voltage and temperature changes [52]. However, probably due to the limited amount (ca. 12.5 wt%) of SiO₂ in our anode material, the effect of SiO₂ seems not sufficient to prevent the severe ISC and the cell TR. In another test, we used a high-speed video camera to capture the TR scene of the 60 Ah cell during the nail test, which is provided in the Supplementary Material (Video S1 and Fig. S4). Cell swelling, smoke, sparks, fire, and ejection of white-hot substances were clearly observed. We also performed a penetration test with a larger nail with a diameter of 3 mm and a tip cone angle of 45°. Because of the blunter nail tip and the mechanical effect, the voltage change was very abrupt and the nail failed to stop around the pre-set 5 mV cut-off. The cell went TR in a short period of less than 2.2 s (Fig. S5).

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2021.105908.

3.3.2. Effect of cell capacity

Developing large-capacity cell is a widely used strategy to enhance the battery energy density by effectively deducing the weight contribution from the auxiliary cell components. Herein we investigate the effect of the cell capacity on the micro ISCs. The equivalent circuit analysis actually already provides some predictions. Since the ISC resistance in micro ISCs is generally much larger than the equivalent cell polarization resistance, the initial ISC situation and the ISC resistance dominates the magnitude of the ISC discharging current, the heat generation, and the severity of the ISC. However, cell polarization and voltage drop depend significantly on many cell parameters. Under identical currents, smaller-capacity cells generally develop larger polarization voltage drops. In other words, if identical voltage drops are detected by the BMS, the ISC currents in smaller-capacity cells will be smaller, the ISC resistance will be larger, and the penetration depth will be smaller. To verify these predictions, we performed a 10 mV cut-off penetration test on a 26 Ah cell with similar chemistry to the 60 Ah cell but fewer laminates.

As can be seen in Fig. 5c, the nail stopped at 4.164 V, corresponding to a voltage drop of 10 mV and a penetration depth of 0.97 mm, much smaller than that in the 60 Ah cell test (1.49 mm). This time the cell did not get fire and passed the test. Moreover, the curves in Fig. 5c are instead similar to those observed in the 5 mV test (Fig. 2e). The shorter time intervals and higher peaks imply more severe ISCs because of the deeper penetration depth than that in the 5 mV 60 Ah cell test (0.58 mm), which can also be verified by the additional couples of voltage and temperature peaks indicative of less stabilized ISC. The additional voltage and temperature peaks may arise from the variation of the contact resistances probably caused by the gas accumulation and venting. These observations and comparisons fully justify the equivalent circuit analysis and theoretical predictions. A smaller-capacity cell seems safer as the larger voltage drops from a similar micro ISC situation can be more easily recognized by the BMS. However, if the cells are connected in parallel in battery packs, spontaneous balancing between them would make the voltage drop signal from a single cell distorted and more undetectable. This analysis also emphasizes the importance of tracking the currents between cells connected in parallel to assist the identification and evaluation of micro ISCs.

4. Conclusions

In summary, this work investigates the micro ISC mechanism and safety risks in a 60 Ah HED pouch Li-ion cell. ARC and a high-precision penetration test were performed to trigger on-demand ISCs. The behaviors of the separators and electrode laminates during the early-stage micro ISCs were clearly captured and analyzed. While the pinholes, cracks, and ruptures of the separators can lead to new ISC spot formation and the ISC propagation, the pore-closing and shrinkage of the separators can shut down the ionic flux and the existing ISC spots, alleviating the ISCs. Even in micro ISCs, destruction of the positive electrodes and fusion of the Al current collectors are found to be prominent, which can impede the ISC current and also alleviate the ISCs. Moreover, these internal effects were correlated to the external voltage and temperature signals. It is found that voltage change signals even at millivolt level are noteworthy premonitory signals for warning of risky micro ISCs and can be used as leading indicators for predicting cell thermal runaway, while temperature signals are frequently lagged. It is also found that small-capacity cells are beneficial because of the larger ISC voltage drop signals that are more detectable by the BMS. These insights may shed some light on the micro ISC recognition, evaluation, warning, and prevention research.
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